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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we introduce and investigate a new class of sets and maps between topological spaces called strongly 

generalized b closed sets and g*b continuous maps, respectively. Furthermore, we introduce the concepts of strongly 

generalized b closed maps and investigate several properties of them. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

 

Andrijevic introduced b-open [3] sets in 1996. This is a subclass of semi preopen [2] sets and superset of the class of 

semi-open sets. Andrejevic studied several fundamental and interesting properties and showed that a rare b-open set is 

preopen. Variants of continuity related to this concept, studied in [4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15]. The purpose of the present 

paper is to introduce and investigate some of the fundamental properties of strongly generalized b continuous functions. 

We obtain characterizations of strongly generalized b-continuous functions and investigate relationships between other 

variants of continuity.  

 

2. PRELIMINARIES: 

 

Throughout this paper (X, �) and (Y, �) (or simply X and Y ) represent nonempty topological spaces on which no 

separation axioms are assumed, unless otherwise mentioned. For a subset S of (X, �), cl(S) and int(S) represent the 

closure of S with respect to � and the interior of S with respect to � , respectively. 

  

A subset S of a space (X, �) is called semi-open [7] (resp.preopen [2], �-open [12], semi-preopen [2] or �-open [1], b-

open [3] or sp−open [3] )if S � cl(int(S));(resp. S � int(cl(S)), S � int(cl(int(S))), S � cl(int(cl(S))), S � cl(int(S)) � 

int(cl(S)) ) The family of all semi-open (resp.preopen, �- open, �-open, b-open) sets of X denoted by SO(X) (resp. 

PO(X), �O(X),�O(X), BO(X)) The complement of a semi-open (resp.preopen, �-open, �-open, b-open) set is said to be 

semi-closed (resp. preclosed, �-closed, �-closed,b-closed). If S is a subset of a space X, then the b-closure of S, denoted 

by bcl(S), is the smallest b-closed set containing S. The b-interior of S, denoted by bint(S) is the largest b-open set 

contained in S. The semiclosure, preclosure,�-closure, �-closure of S are similarly defined and are denoted by 

scl(S),pcl(S), �Cl(S), �Cl(S). The family of all b-closed sets of X is denoted by BC(X) and the family of all b-open (resp. 

�-open) sets of X containing apoint x � X is denoted by BO(X, x) (resp. �O(X, x)). 

 

Our next definition contains some types of functions used throughout this paper. 

 

Definition: 2.1 A subset A of a space (X, �) is called 

(1) a generalized closed set (briey g-closed) [11] if Cl(A) ⊆U whenever A ⊆U and U is open; 
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(2) a generalized b- closed set (briey g*b -closed) [11] if bCl(A) ⊆U whenever A ⊆U and U is open. 

 

(3) a b-generalized set (briefly bg-closed) if bcl(A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is b-open. 

 

(4) A subset of a topological space (X, �) is said to be g*b-closed set in (X, �) if bcl(A) ⊆ G whenever A ⊆ G where G 

is g-open. The collection of all g*b-closed sets of (X, �) is denoted by G*bC(X, �). 

 

3. STRONGLY GENERALIZED b-CONTINUOUS MAPS: 

 

Definition: 3.1 A function f: (X, �) � (Y, �) is called: 

 

(a) b-continuous [5] (resp. b-irresolute [6]) if f−1 (V) is b-open in (X, �) for every open set (resp. b-open set) V of (Y, �); 

 

Definition: 3.2 A map : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  is called strongly generalized b-continuous (g*b-continuous) if the 

inverse image of every closed set V of  ( , )Y σ  is g*b-closed in (X,τ). 

 

Proposition: 3.3 Every continuous map is g*b-continuous but not conversely. 

 

The class of all g*b-continuous maps properly contains the class of all continuous maps. 

 

Proposition: 3.4 If  : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  is g*b-irresolute, then f is g*b -continuous. 

 

Proof: Let F be any closed set in Y. Since every closed set is g*b-closed, F is g*b-closed in Y. Since f is g*b-irresolute, 

f-1(F) is g*b-closed in X. Therefore f is g*b-continuous. 

 

The converse is not true as seen from the following example. 

 

Example: 3.5 Let X = {a, b, c, d}, � = {X,φ,{a},{b},{a, b},{a, b, c}}=σ . Let : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  be defined as  

f (a) =b, f (b) = a, f(c) = d, f (d) = a. Then f is g*b continuous but not g*b irresolute, since f-1(d) = {a} is not g*b- closed 

in X. 

 

Remark: 3.6 (i) Every g-continuous function is g*b-continuous. (ii) Every super-continuous map is g*b-continuous.  

The converse need not be true as shown from the following examples. 

 

Example: 3.7 Consider X= { a, b, c}= Y, � ={ X, φ ,{a},{a,b}} and  σ ={ Y, φ ,{a}}. Let : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  be 

defined as f (a) = a, f (b) = c, f(c) = b, then f is g*b continuous but not super continuous. Since f-1{b, c} = {b, c} is not 

b-closed in X. 

 

Example: 3.8 Let  X = { a, b, c, d}=Y , �= { X, φ ,{a},{b}, {a,b}, {a,b,c}}=σ .Let : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  be a map 

defined as f(a) = a , f(b) = b , f(c) = d , f(d) = c. Then the map is g*b-continuous, but not g-closed in X. 

 

Remark: 3.9 The concept of b-continuity and g*b-continuity are independent concepts. From the above example 3.7,  

 

we find that f is g*b-continuous but not b-continuous. For the b-open set in 

 

Definition: 3.10 A map : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  is called strongly g*b-continuous, if the inverse image of every  

g*b-open set is open in X. 

 

Proposition: 3.11 A map :f X Y→  is strongly g*b-continuous, if and only if the inverse image of every g*b-closed 

set in Y is closed in X. 

 

Proof: Let F be any g*b-closed set in Y. Then Y\F is g*b-open in Y. By assumption f-1(Y\F) is open in X. But f-1(Y\F) 

= X\ f-1(F) and so f-1(F) is closed in X. Conversely assume the condition holds. Let V be any g*b-open set in Y. Then 

Y\V is g*b-closed in Y. Hence f-1(Y\V) is closed in X. Therefore f-1(V) is open in X. Thus f is strongly g*b-continuous. 

 

Proposition: 3.12 Let : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  be a map. 

 

(i) If f is strongly g*b-continuous, then it is strongly g-continuous. 
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(ii) If f is strongly g*b-continuous, then it is continuous. 

 

(iii) If f is strongly g*b continuous, then it is strongly continuous. 

 

Example: 3.13 Let X= { a, b, c}= Y , � = { X, φ, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, { a, b, c}, { a, b, d}}and  σ ={ Y, φ ,{a}}. Let 

: ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  be the identity. Then f is strongly continuous but not strongly g*b-continuous. For if we 

consider the set {b}, then f-1{b} = {b} which is closed, but not open in X. 

 

Example: 3.14 Let X= { a, b, c}= Y , � = { X, φ, {a},{a,b}}=σ .Let : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  be defined as f(a) = b,  

f (b) = a , f(c)= c, f(d) = d , then f is strongly g-continuous but not strongly g*b-continuous. Since for the set A = {a, c}, 

f-1{a, c}={b, c} is not g*b-closed in X. 

 

Example: 3.15 Let X= { a, b, c}= Y , � = { X, φ, {a}, {b}, {a,b}}and σ ={ Y, φ ,{a},{a, b}}. Let 

: ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  be the identity. Then f is continuous. However f is not strongly g*b-continuous. Since for the 

g*b-open set {b}, the inverse image {b} is not open in X. 

 

Proposition: 3.16 A map : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  is g*b-continuous if and only if ),(),(: * στ YXf bg →  is 

continuous. 

 

Proof: Assume that : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→   is g*b-continuous. Then 
ωτ∈− )(1 Uf  for every U∈σ . Therefore,  

),(),(: * στ YXf bg →  is continuous. 

 

Conversely, assume that ),(),(: * στ YXf bg →  is continuous. Then .)(1 σ∈− Gf  Therefore, : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  is 

g*b-continuous. 

 

Definition: 3.17: A topological space (X,τ) is called **bT - space if every g*b-closed set is b-closed. 

 

Proposition: 3.18 A map :f X Y→  is g*b-irresolute iff the inverse image of every g*b-open set is g*b-open in X. 

 

Proposition: 3.19 Let : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  and : ( , ) ( , )g Y Zσ η→ are two maps. Then 

 

(i) g f⋅  is g*b-continuous, if g is  continuous and g*b-continuous. 

(ii) g f⋅  is g*b-continuous, if g is g*b-continuous and f is g*b-irresolute. 

(iii) g f⋅  is g*b-continuous, if g is continuous and f is strongly g*b-continuous. 

(iv)  Let ( , )Y σ  be almost weakly Housdroff space. Then g f⋅  is if g is g*b-continuous and f is g*b-continuous. 

(v)  Let ( , )Y σ  be a bT  space. Then g f⋅  is super continuous if g is g*b-continuous and f is g*b-continuous. 

 

The following example will show that the composition of two g*b-continuous maps need not always be g*b-

continuous.  

 

Example: 3.20 Let X={a, b, c, d},Y={a, b, c}=Z, � = { X,φ,{a},{b},{a, b},{a, b, c},{a, b, d}}, σ = { Y,φ, {a},{a, b}} 

and η = { Z, φ, {b}, {a, b}}. Define : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→  by f (a) = b = f(c) , f(b) = b, f(d) = c and 

),(),(: ησ ZYh →  by h(a) = a , h(b) = c, h(c) = a.  Then f and h are g*b closed maps. However fh �  is not g*b-

closed since for the closed sets {d}, ( fh � ) (d) = h (f(d)) = h(c) = {a} is not g*b-closed in Z. 

 

Proposition: 3.21 Let : ( , ) ( , )f X Yτ σ→ be b-continuous and closed. Then for every g*b-closed subset A of (X,τ), 

f (A) is g*b -closed in ( , )Y σ . 

 

Proof: Let A ⊂ G, where G is b-open in ( , )Y σ . Then A ⊂ f-1(G) and f-1(G) is b-open in (X,τ).Since A is g*b-closed, 

then cl(A) ⊂ f-1(G).That is f(cl(A)) ⊂ G. Since f (cl(A)) is closed, then it is g*b-closed. Hence cl (f(cl(A))) ⊂ G. This 

implies that cl(f(A)) ⊂ cl (f(cl(A))) = f(cl(A)) ⊂ G. This shows that f (A) is g*b-closed in ( , )Y σ . 
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From the Propositions, remarks and the examples above, We have the following implications. 
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